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1. What is Qualtrics? 

Qualtrics is an online survey tool, distributed by a privately owned US-based company. As its main customers 

are market researchers, it has a special tool for Conjoint Analysis (http://www.qualtrics.com/research-

suite/survey-types/conjoint-analysis/), which might be interesting for some thinking about implementing a 

factorial survey.  

 

IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTE 

The instructions here assume that you have already started working with Qualtrics and focus only on how to 

implement the FS with a few tips & tricks. This is not an introduction to how to use Qualtrics, you can find 

that by searching on the www. 

 

2. What to do before starting with Qualtrics? 

Before you start programming your FS, you need to know the following: 

- how many decks of how many vignettes each you want to present to each respondent and how will 

those be distributed (do you randomly choose vignettes, or do you have preset decks) 

- what question type you want to use for your dependent variable in the vignette section (Slider, 

Multiple Choice, …) 

- have an idea about which survey questions you want to ask in addition to the vignette section 

 

We do not advise you to “try and see if it works” before you know the above because you end up doing the 

same over and over again. 

 

3. Choosing the appropriate method for your research 

There are several ways of implementing vignettes in Qualtrics. Method 1 is appropriate if you design your 

vignettes in a different tool (e.g. Stata script or "by hand") and just want to copy and paste all of the 

vignettes and vignette decks into the survey and distribute the respondents randomly over the various 

vignette decks. Method 2 is similar to Method 1, except that you generate your vignettes by using a Python 

http://luziahelfer.wordpress.com/manuals
http://www.qualtrics.com/research-suite/survey-types/conjoint-analysis/
http://www.qualtrics.com/research-suite/survey-types/conjoint-analysis/


script and then use the import function in Qualtrics to insert vignettes into the survey. You still have to do 

quite a few steps "by hand" in the survey itself.  

Methods 3 and 4 make use of the embedded data function in Qualtrics. Method 3 means you 

generate the vignettes within Qualtrics/your survey; you program the factors into the survey and these 

fields/factors are automatically randomized within the vignettes to generate unique vignettes and decks of 

vignettes. Method 4 is suitable if you have a set list of your respondents and have decided before you field 

the survey which respondent will get which vignette(s). Specifically, Qualtrics fetches the vignette texts from 

a master file by using embedded data codes. 

A number of factors may influence your decision to use the Qualtrics software to develop your 

survey. We have provided an overview below to help you to determine the most appropriate approach 

method to use for your research. Moreover, we describe every method using a specific example from one of 

our research projects. 

 

 

 

Vignettes constructed ahead 
of survey distribution

Yes Method 1, 2 and 4

No Method 3

Vignettes distributed across 
decks before data collection

Yes Method 1, 2 and 4

No Method 3

Randominise the order in 
which factors are presented 
to respondents within the 

survey

Yes Method 2 and 3

No Method 1 and 4

Vignettes associated with  
specific respondents before 

data collection

Yes Method 4

No Method 1, 2 and 3
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4. Types of methods for undertaking a factorial survey using Qualtrics 

 

Method 1 – Copy & Paste your vignettes into Qualtrics  

(Dr Luzia Helfer) 

 

Step 1: Create a first vignette block 

Start with creating a block which you for example name “Vignette 01” as this would be your first vignette 

with the vignette text, the independent variable(s) and possibly a time question. 

- Include dependent variable formulation 

- Think about validation options: Force response or request answer? 

- In case of slider: think well about starting position and make sure it’s correct (to the millimeter!) 

- Do NOT enter any vignette text! Leave the field blank! 

 

Tipp: Make sure to always use the maximum number of digits that you have for your vignettes when you 

name the block. For example, write the first vignette as 01 if you don’t have more than 99 vignettes. You 

need this later when you want to analyze in what order the vignettes were presented to your respondents as 

Qualtrics records the order of blocks presented with the title of the block. This is an option when you 

download the data, you don’t have to change any settings at this point. 

 

Step 2: Copy the vignette block 

Now you have the example vignette block exactly how you want it to look for all other vignettes, you start 

copying the block. You go to “Block Options”, click on Copy Block and in the field appearing enter the name 

of the next block, for example “Vignette 02”. Repeat this for as many times as you have vignettes. 

 

Step 3: Include randomizations 

First, open the “Survey Flow”. Next, click “Add a New Element Here” at the bottom and choose the 

“Randomizer”. With the “Move” button drag and drop the Randomizer to the very beginning of your survey 

(in front of your first vignette block). Right under the Randomizer you click “Add a New Element Here” again 

and again choose a Randomizer. Next, with drag and drop you move the vignettes you want in a first deck to 

underneath the second randomizer.  



Explanation: The first randomizer you create assigns the respondents to one of your vignette decks 

randomly. To make sure it does so, choose the according numbers in the options (“Randomly present 1 of 

the following elements” and “Evenly Present Elements”). The second randomizer then makes a 

randomization of the order of the vignettes within your deck (here make sure it presents all elements, and 

again choose “Evenly Present Elements”).  

 

Before randomization 
 

After randomization 

 

 

Note on randomizations 

You always need the “Survey Flow” page to be able to randomly assign respondents to one of your vignette 

decks. However, for the second randomization within the decks it might be an option for you to use the 

randomization at the block level. You find this option at “Block Options” > “Question Randomization”. In my 

case, this randomization at the block level was not an option: I needed to record how long a respondent took 

to answer each vignette (to know if they had actually read it carfully). As the randomization within the block 

also randomizes the time question, I chose to put each vignette in a separate block as shown above. 

 

Step 4: Paste the vignettes 

Now go back to your survey and copy paste your vignette texts into each block with the appropriate vignette.  

 

For further information contact Luzia Helfer: luzia.helfer@unige.ch  

 

  

mailto:luzia.helfer@unige.ch
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Method 2 – Python Script and Qualtrics Import Function 

(Dr Nicholas Proferes) 

See also http://www.nicholasproferes.org/creating-a-factorial-vignette-survey-in-qualtrics-using-python/  

 

Step 1: Download the Python script  

Go to GitHub and download the script (see link above). 

 

Step 2: Alter the python code 

Fit it to your particular survey needs and story details. The code is setup by default to generate all 360 

possible vignettes for a 5-factor survey (a [3 * 4 * 2 * 5 * 3] arrangement). You can quite easily change the 

number of factors or the number of dimensions within factors by altering the code. Suggestions on how to do 

so are in the comments within the code. 

 

Step 3: Generate the TXT file 

Type ‘python questiongen.py > outputfile.txt’ in the command prompt or just ‘python questiongen.py’ to see 

what your output file is going to look like first. 

 

Step 4: Create survey in Qualtrics 

Head to your web-browser, log into Qualtrics and create a new survey in Qualtrics. 

 

Step 5: Import the vignettes 

Once you are in “Edit Survey” mode in Qualtrics, click on “Advanced Options” and choose “Import Survey.” 

Import the outputfile.txt you generated using the python script. If you have a large universe of questions, it 

may take Qualtrics some time to parse the file. Once Qualtrics has finished importing the file, you’ll see the 

entire universe of vignettes has been imported into its own question “block.” 

 

Step 6: Include randomizations 

Also see step 3 in from method 1 "Copy-Paste" 

Go to “Survey Flow” and click “Add a New Element Here” at the very bottom of the survey flow screen and 

choose the “Randomizer”. Using the “Move” button, drag the randomizer to the very beginning of your 

survey. Now comes the tedious part (depending on your universe size). Drag and drop each vignette block 

under the randomizer. If you want, add a question that records the time respondents spend on the page. 

Set the Randomizer to “Randomly Present [X] of the following elements.” [X] is how many vignettes 

you want your respondent to see from the universe. Also, you can make your life easier by making sure 

“Evenly Present Elements” is selected. Click “Save Flow.” 

 

For further information contact Nicholas Proferes: nproferes@uky.edu   

http://www.nicholasproferes.org/creating-a-factorial-vignette-survey-in-qualtrics-using-python/
mailto:nproferes@uky.edu


Method 3 – Automatically Randomise Factors within Vignettes 

(Dr Helena Mc Elhinney, Prof Brian Taylor and Prof Marlene Sinclair) 

 

Suitability: Unlike the previous methods, this method involves developing vignettes within Qualtrics using a 

backdrop (Survey Flow) of Embedded Data (factors and levels of factors), which feed into the survey. These 

factors are automatically randomised with each click as participants’ progress through completion of the 

survey. 

 

Step 1 

Go to your web-browser, log into Qualtrics and create a new survey in Qualtrics. 

 

Step 2 

Click on the Survey Flow tab where you can begin to create the vignettes using embedded data. 

Within the Survey Flow, click Add a New Element Here and chose the Randomizer option from the yellow 

box. In the Randomizer box, ensure you insert the number 1 in the Randomly present 1 of the following 

elements and tick the box next to Evenly Present Elements. Click Add a New Element Here listed directly 

underneath the Randomizer box and chose the Embedded Data option from the yellow box. 

 

Step 3 

To begin, insert your factor into the Enter Embedded Data Field Name Here and click Set a Value Now and 

enter the level of the factor. Click Add a New Element Here option listed below the green Set Embedded 

Data box and again chose Embedded Data option and repeat the above process for each levels of the factor.  
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Sample vignette 1 below: This shows that the factor Age 1 has three levels (under 16 yrs. old, 17-20 yrs. old 

and in her late 20’s) entered into the Survey Flow as instructed above.  

 

Set 1- Vignette 1 

 

*NB: It is important to note that for subsequent decks of vignettes, Age 1 will need to be coded as Age 2, Age 

3, and Age 4 etc. depending on how many vignettes you are presenting to each participant. This process 

should also be repeated for other factors as you develop all sets of your vignettes.  

 

*NB: At this point, you begin to insert levels of your factors that will feed into your vignettes. For example, if 

your study contains 10 vignettes then 10 individual sets of factors and levels of factors need to be manually 

entered into the Survey Flow, each separated by a new Default Question Block. This allows 10 individual 

pathways to be available for each of the ten separate vignettes. Please ensure that you move the Default 

Question Block, a grey box located at the very top of the first set of vignettes and place directly below the 

last factor within the first set of vignettes. 

 

Step 4 

Once you have inserted all sets of your factors and levels of factors into the Survey Flow, click Save Flow to 

return to the Survey tab to begin constructing the main body of the survey. Begin to construct the vignette by 

entering the text which does not pertain to the factors and their levels you manipulate within the vignette 

into the Click to write the question text box as per example below. 



 

 

Step 5 

To enter factors and level of factors into the vignette text, click Piped Text, chose Embedded Data Field, 

enter the factor Age 1 into the box and click Insert. This process is case sensitive; ensure that the spelling of 

the factors and level of factors match the spelling entered as embedded data in the Survey Flow. Failure to 

do so will result in a blank field displayed within the vignette, resulting in factors being excluded from the 

vignettes when presented to participants. Repeat this process for factors and levels of factors for all sets of 

your vignettes within the survey. 
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Step 6 

Once all the factors and levels of factors (embedded data) have been entered into the vignette it will appear 

in the Survey tab similar to the example below. Dependent variables can be entered as separate question 

blocks below each vignette. Please repeat this process for each of your vignettes. 

 

 

Vignettes will not be presented to participants in this manner when completing the survey but instead they 

will appear as this example below. 

 

*NB: In Survey, question blocks cannot be cut and pasted for each vignette as this also copies the same 

pathway in the Survey Flow, which will not provide unique sets of vignettes. Therefore, individual question 

blocks must be created in the Survey tab for each vignette e.g. if you are presenting 10 vignettes per person 

then you must create 10 individual question blocks. 

 

For further information contact Dr Helena Mc Elhinney: mc_elhinney-h@ulster.ac.uk   

mailto:mc_elhinney-h@ulster.ac.uk


Method 4 – Embedded Data Method 

(Dr Marijolin De Wilde) 

 

In this second embedded-data method, the vignettes do not need to be pasted into the actual survey. Rather, 

the survey includes codes that connect the survey to an uploaded csv-file in which the vignettes are stored. 

Although this method requires much less work, the way it is described here it can be used only if you have an 

exact list of respondents that includes their details. If you want to send out a general link to your survey and 

only assign respondents to vignette decks once they click on the survey link, you need to use one of the other 

methods described above.  

 

Step 1: Preparation 

Next to your preparation (number of decks, vignettes and so forth) you must also decide which vignette deck 

you will assign to which respondent when using this approach. Qualtrics does not assign vignette decks at 

random. You must decide about it in advance.  

 

Step 2: Constructing a csv-file 

Before you start programming your FS, you will need to create an Excel-document containing a row for each 

respondent you will be addressing. The values in the columns are the respondent’s first name, one for the 

last name, one for the email address, and one containing an ID code for the questionnaire assigned to that 

respondent. The vignettes are pasted into the other columns, with one vignette (or part of a vignette) in each 

column. For example, if a respondent will be rating 10 vignettes, you will need to create 10 columns, or 2*10 

columns if you will break each vignette into two parts, or 3*10 columns if you wish to present the vignettes in 

three different parts. 

 

Each vignette column is assigned a name that begins with “embedded_data_*” The * might be 

replaced by a unique number. An example is provided in the table below. 

 
FirstNa
me 

LastNa
me 

Email ID Embedded
_data_11 

Embedded
_data_12 

Embedded
_data_13 

Embedded
_data_21 

Embedded
_data_22 

… 

First 
name 
resp 1 

Last 
name 
resp 1 

Email 
address 
resp 1 

ID 
dec
k 1 

Text 1 
vignette 1 
deck 1   

Text 2 
vignette 1 
deck 1 

Text 3 
vignette 1 
deck 1  

Text 1 
vignette 2 
deck 1 

Text 2 
vignette 2 
deck 1 

… 

First 
name 
resp 2 

Last 
name 
resp 2 

Email 
address 
resp 2 

ID 
dec
k 2 

Text 1 
vignette 1 
deck 2   

Text 2 
vignette 1 
deck 2 

Text 3 
vignette 1 
deck 2 

Text 1 
vignette 2 
deck 2 

Text 2 
vignette 2 
deck 2 

… 

First 
name 
resp 3 

Last 
name 
resp 3 

Email 
address 
resp 3 

ID 
dec
k 3 

Text 1 
vignette 1 
deck 3   

Text 2 
vignette 1 
deck 3 

Text 3 
vignette 1 
deck 3 

Text 1 
vignette 2 
deck 3 

Text 2 
vignette 2 
deck 3 

… 

 

A csv-file does not work with columns and rows. It is a text-file, in which all of the cells in one row are 

presented on a single line, separated by commas (csv=comma separated values). One problem that might 

occur when converting an Excel file into a csv-file is that the commas in the vignette text are sometimes 

mailto:kim.matthijs@ocmwaalst.be
mailto:kim.matthijs@ocmwaalst.be
mailto:leen.keymeulen@ocmwaalst.be
mailto:leen.keymeulen@ocmwaalst.be
mailto:manu.vandendriessche@ocmwaalst.be
mailto:manu.vandendriessche@ocmwaalst.be
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treated as separators as well. Although better solutions might exist, I used the Excel macro below to convert 

the files in the appropriate manner. 
Public Sub OutputQuotedCSV() 

        Const QSTR As String = """" 

        Dim myRecord As Range 

        Dim myField As Range 

        Dim nFileNum As Long 

        Dim sOut As String 

         

        nFileNum = FreeFile 

        Open "File1.txt" For Output As #nFileNum 

        For Each myRecord In Range("A1:A" & _ 

                    Range("A" & Rows.Count).End(xlUp).Row) 

            With myRecord 

                For Each myField In Range(.Cells(1), _ 

                            Cells(.Row, 256).End(xlToLeft)) 

                    sOut = sOut & "," &QSTR & _ 

                        Replace(myField.Text, QSTR, QSTR & QSTR) & QSTR 

                Next myField 

                Print #nFileNum, Mid(sOut, 2) 

                sOut = Empty 

            End With 

        Next myRecord 

        Close #nFileNum 

    End Sub 

 

Step 3: Uploading the csv-file 

To upload the file to Qualtrics go to the program. Choose “panel,” and then “create new panel.” Assign a 

name to the panel, and click “create.” Next, select “import from a file.” The next screen allows you to browse 

your csv-file and upload it.  

 

Step 4: Constructing the survey 

You need only construct one block containing the same number of vignettes as are included in each 

questionnaire. Where the vignettes were pasted in the previous method, you now paste a code that links the 

survey to the csv-file which will then automatically fill in the appropriate vignette text. 

To insert a link to the csv-file, you should select “piped text” at the place where the vignette should 

appear. Then choose “embedded data field” and include the name of one of the columns from your csv-file. 

To include the first vignette in the case described above, you should first insert “embedded_data_11,” 

followed by “embedded_data_12” and “embedded_data_13.” Your text field should look like this: 

${e://Field/Embedded_data_11} 

${e://Field/Embedded_data_12} 

${e://Field/Embedded_data_13} 

The respondent will not see these codes. They will be replaced by the text appearing in the respondent’s row 

in the csv-file. 

Warning: It is not possible to see the actual vignettes when constructing the survey, unless you include 

yourself as a respondent in the csv-file and you distribute the survey. A normal test survey will not display 

any vignette. It might be necessary to include a test csv-file with several email addresses (e.g. your own and 

those of colleagues) in order to see what the survey looks like with the vignettes included. 

 

For further information contact Marjolijn De Wilde: marjolijn.dewilde@uantwerpen.be  

mailto:marjolijn.dewilde@uantwerpen.be
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If you found this useful, please share the link to the manual to make sure you access the most recent version 

available. Do you have improvements, comments, ideas or suggestions? Please get in touch.  
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